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Abstract 

Background: Tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKI) have been highlighted for the therapy of 
non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC), due to their capability of efficiently blocking signal 
pathway of epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) which causes the inhibition and 
apoptosis of NSCLC cells. However, EGFR-TKIs have poor aqueous solubility and severe 
side effects arising from the difficulty in control of biodistribution. In this study, folate-
functionalized nanoparticles (FA-NPs) are designed and fabricated to load EGFR-TKI 
through flash nanoprecipitation (FNP) strategy, which could enhance the tumor-target-
ing drug delivery and reduced drug accumulation and side effects to normal tissues.

Results: Herein, the EGFR-TKI loaded FA-NPs are constructed by FNP, with FA deco-
rated dextran-b-polylactide as polymeric stabilizer and gefitinib as TKI. The fast mixing 
and co-precipitation in FNP provide FA-NPs with well-defined particle size, narrow size 
distribution and high drug loading content. The FA-NPs exhibit efficient uptake and 
cytotoxicity in HCC827 NSCLC cells, and reduced uptake and cytotoxicity in normal 
cells comparing with free gefitinib. In vivo evaluation of gefitinib-loaded FA-NPs con-
firms the selective drug delivery and accumulation, leading to enhanced inhibition on 
NSCLC tumor and simultaneously diminished side effects to normal tissues.

Conclusion: The facile design of FA-NPs by FNP and their achieved performance 
in vitro and in vivo evaluations offer new therapeutic opportunities for treatment of 
non-small cell lung cancer.
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Graphical Abstract

Background
Lung cancer is a leading cause of cancer-related death worldwide. About 85% of the 
most malignant cases is the non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC), which is usually 
induced by genetic instability arising from the tobacco (Devarakonda and Govindan 
2019; Jin et  al. 2021; Siegel et  al. 2022). The initiation of NSCLC involves the con-
stitutive activation of a transmembrane receptor tyrosine kinase protein, namely 
epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR). The overexpression of EGFR leads to the 
proliferation, progression, metastasis and poor prognosis of tumor cells (Heigener 
et al. 2019; Meador et al. 2021). Thus, the EGFR-targeted inhibitors to block the EGFR 
signaling pathways, such as tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI), demonstrates an effective 
strategy for NSCLC treatment (Murtuza et al. 2019; Zhang et al. 2019). For example, 
gefitinib and afatinib are FDA approved TKIs that have been applied widely for inhibi-
tion and apoptosis of NSCLC cells (Maemondo et al. 2010; Tan et al. 2020). However, 
these inhibitors have poor aqueous solubility and short blood circulation lifetime that 
give problems for drug administration. More notably, control of the biodistribution 
of inhibitors is rather difficult, and the accumulation of inhibitors in normal tissues 
leads to serious side effects covering liver injury, gastrointestinal perforation, renal 
dysfunction, etc. (Bertran-Alamillo et al. 2019; Yuan et al. 2020).

Designing drug-loaded nanoparticles (NPs) demonstrates a prospective approach 
to address the application limitations of EGFR-TKIs. Particularly, polymeric NPs 
provide not only the enhanced solubility and prolonged circulation of hydrophobic 
drugs, but also extravasate to tumor sites due to the enhanced permeability and reten-
tion (EPR) effect (Behzadi et al. 2017; Besford et al. 2020; Popov et al. 2022; Seidi et al. 
2018; Sousa De Almeida et al. 2021). Moreover, the surface of polymeric NPs could 
be functionalized with “bioactive” or tumor-targeting molecules, such as folate (FA), 
to further improve the accumulation of drug in tumor site, and preferably reduce side 
effects to normal tissues (Liu et al. 2016; Shi et al. 2014; Yang et al. 2018). Anti-sol-
vent precipitation is a widespread strategy applied for preparing EGFR-TKI loaded 
polymeric NPs, while unfortunately, most of the reports so far focus on conventional 
precipitation methods that rely on spontaneously co-assembly of drug and stabiliz-
ing polymers and the drug is encapsulated inside the polymer shell (Akbulut et  al. 
2009; D’Addio and Prud’Homme 2011; Zhang et al. 2022). This time-consuming pro-
cess normally creates thermodynamic controlled NPs with low yield and drug loading 
content (Saad and Prud’Homme 2016; Tao et al. 2019).
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Herein, we employ a fast precipitation strategy, namely flash nanoprecipitation (FNP) 
to prepare EGFR-TKI loaded NPs (Hu et  al. 2021; Johnson and Prud’Homme 2003a, 
2003b; Zhu et al. 2019). FNP relies on rapid mixing of solvent streams containing differ-
ent precursor solutes based on either confined impingement jets mixers (CIJM) or mul-
tiple inlet vortex mixers (MIVM) (Liu et al. 2020; Wang et al. 2015; Zhu 2013). Mixing in 
these devices happens on the order of milliseconds, and the triggered co-precipitation of 
the drug molecules and protecting macromolecules creates kinetically controlled nano-
particles (Liu et al. 2007; Wang et al. 2018a, b; York et al. 2012). Previous studies have 
validated that FNP achieves great success on construction of drug-loaded polymer nano-
particles in a continuous and controllable manner (He et al. 2017; Liu et al. 2015; Santos 
et al. 2016; Wang et al. 2018a, b). Hence in this study, we extend this FNP strategy to fab-
ricate EGFR-TKI loaded NPs, with aim of addressing the fabrication limitations of con-
ventional precipitation methods. Meanwhile, we implement in vitro and in vivo study 
of the NPs on the bio-medical application. As shown in Scheme  1, afatinib, cisplatin 
and gefitinib are selected as drugs, dextran-b-polylactide decorated with FA ligand (FA-
Dextran-b-PLA) is applied as the polymer stabilizer. We demonstrate that, manipulating 
drug and polymer molecules enable efficient preparation of EGFR-TKI loaded FA-NPs 
with well-defined particle size and narrow size distribution, high drug loading content 
and stability. Further in vitro and in vivo tests reveal that, gefitinib-loaded FA-NPs lead 
to selective biodistribution, and consequently enhanced drug accumulation and inhibi-
tion in NSCLC tumor, while reduced drug collection and side effects in normal tissues 
with respect to free drug. The achieved performance is assigned to the regulated proper-
ties of NPs fabricated by FNP, which demonstrates an advanced strategy for fabricating 
EGFR-TKI loaded NPs for therapeutic nanoplatform for NSCLC.

Scheme 1 a Illustration of EGFR-TKI loaded NPs fabrication by FNP and their performance on the therapy of 
NSCLC tumor. Streams containing TKIs and polymer stabilizer are mixed on MIVM (multiple inlet vortex mixer) 
and construct well-defined EGFR-TKI loaded NPs. b Chemical structures of drugs including afatinib, cisplatin 
and gefitinib, and the polymer stabilizer Dextran-b-PLA decorated with FA
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Results and discussion
Preparation of EGFR‑TKI loaded FA‑NPs by FNP

The EGFR-TKI loaded NPs are fabricated by FNP strategy, as illustrated in Scheme 1. FA 
ligand is employed for targeting the NSCLC cells, through the high folate-binding affin-
ity of the over-expressed folate receptor (FRα) on NSCLC cells (Muralidharan et al. 2016; 
Pi et al. 2018; Yin et al. 2019). The dextran-based amphiphilic block copolymer Dextran-
b-PLA is chosen as the polymeric stabilizer due to its biocompatibility (Additional file 1: 
Fig. S1) (Breitenbach et al. 2017; Miao et al. 2018; Schatz et al. 2009). FA ligand is grafted 
on the dextran chain through an esterification reaction between the γ-activated carboxyl 
group of FA and the abundant hydroxyl group of dextran, and the calculated decoration 
degree of FA is 3.7% (Additional file 1: Fig. S2). Afatinib is applied first as the EGFR-TKI. 
To prepare afatinib-loaded FA-NPs, afatinib is dissolved in DMF at 2 mg/mL (stream 1), 
and FA-Dextran-b-PLA is dissolved in PBS buffer (2 mg/mL, stream 2); stream 3 and 4 
contains PBS buffer solutions. The mixing of the different streams and the subsequent 
formation of NPs are realized in MIVM by syringe pump with controlled stream veloc-
ity: stream 1 and stream 2 enter the MIVM at velocities of 10 mL/min, while stream 3 
and stream 4 flow at velocities of 100 mL/min. Meanwhile, we also prepared afatinib-
loaded FA-NPs by conventional anti-solvent precipitation method under the same drug/
polymer combination and final concentration, serving as a control sample.

We first investigate the size and size distribution of afatinib-loaded FA-NPs from dif-
ferent precipitation methods by light scattering results. As shown in Fig.  1a, FA-NPs 
from FNP have a hydrodynamic radius  (Rh) around 140 nm and a narrow size distribu-
tion (PDI ~ 0.24), whereas particles from conventional precipitation show larger spread 

Fig. 1 a Size and size distribution; b DLE and DLC of afatinib-loaded FA-NPs prepared by FNP and 
conventional precipitation method; c stability of size and PDI at 4 °C; d TEM images of afatinib-loaded FA-NPs 
prepared by FNP
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in size (PDI ~ 0.48). Moreover, drug loading efficiency (DLE) and drug loading content 
(DLC) of FA-NPs from FNP are about 16.8% and 13.9%, which are much higher than 
these values for NPs from conventional precipitation (1.1% and 1.0%, respectively), as 
shown in Fig. 1b. In addition, the size and PDI of FA-NPs prepared by FNP hardly change 
at 4 °C over 2 weeks (Fig. 1c), demonstrating an adequate storage stability. The morphol-
ogy of FA-NPs prepared by FNP is further confirmed by TEM (Fig. 1d). The estimated 
diameter of the NPs is around 205 nm for TEM on average with spherical shape, which 
is smaller to the light scattering results  (Rh ~ 140 nm, that is, diameter ~ 280 nm). The 
larger size in DLS could be attributed to the fact of that DLS provides an  Rh value includ-
ing the dextran shell in the hydration state. In view of these findings, we conclude that, 
FNP is more favorable for preparing FA-NPs with lower PDI and higher drug loading 
efficiency.

In addition, to extend this strategy as a general fabrication method, another EGFR-
TKI gefitinib and an anti-cancer drug (cisplatin) are further employed as the drug for 
prepared the FA-NPs. As shown in Fig. 2a and Additional file 1: Fig. S3, gefitinib-loaded 
and cisplatin-loaded FA-NPs show  Rh around 70  nm and 158  nm, respectively. Both 
are spherical nanoparticles with narrow size distribution (PDI ~ 0.25). Moreover, DLE 
and DLC of gefitinib-loaded NPs are about 18.9% and 15.9%, while by contrast the DLC 
for cisplatin-loaded NPs is lower about 7.8% (Fig. 2b). Both FA-NPs remain stable over 
2 weeks with barely changed sizes as shown in Fig. 2c. On the other hand, the in vitro 
drug release behaviors of all three kinds of drug-loaded FA-NPs are evaluated at pH 6.5 
and 7.4, which might simulate tumor extracellular and normal tissue (Additional file 1: 
Fig. S4). All the drug-loaded FA-NPs display similar release profiles in the PBS medium 
at different pH: initial fast drug release stage and later stable release stage. Comparing 
with afatinib-loaded FA-NPs and cisplatin-loaded FA-NPs, gefitinib-loaded FA-NPs 
release more drugs up to 77% at pH 6.5 and 74% at pH 7.4, which are higher than the 
values of released afatinib and cisplatin (50–60%). In the following, we employ gefitinib-
loaded FA-NPs for the further investigation in vitro and in vivo due to the relatively high 
DLC and smaller size.

Cellular uptake, cytotoxicity and proliferation inhibition

The targeting cellular uptake of NSCLC cells is the key design of EGFR-TKI loaded FA-
NPs. Here, to investigate the targeting behavior of FA-NPs to cancer cells, the HCC827 
NSCLC cell lines are used, and HL-7702 normal liver cell lines are selected as normal 
cell line. Meanwhile, to evaluate the effect of FA-ligand induced cancer cell targeting 

Fig. 2 a Size and size distribution, b DLE and DLC, and c stability of gefitinib-loaded FA-NPs and 
cisplatin-loaded FA-NPs
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and selective uptake, the non-targeted NPs (without folate ligand, gefitinib-loaded NPs 
formed by Dextran-b-PLA) is employed as control sample as well, which is prepared at 
the same condition by FNP with comparable size, distribution and drug loading (Addi-
tional file 1: Table S2). Here, the phagocytic ratio (%) is introduced as the ratio of gefi-
tinib-containing cells to total cells. As shown in Fig.  3a and Additional file  1: Fig. S5, 
FA-NPs are efficient in entering the NSCLC cells, 90% phagocytic ratio is reached within 
6 h and finally almost 100% phagocytic ratio is achieved within 24 h, which is similarly to 
the free gefitinib. NPs without FA group show much lower phagocytic ratio and slower 
uptake rate. While by contrast, for the HL-7702 normal liver cell case, FA-NPs display 
much lower cellular uptake (46.9%) which is only around half of free gefitinib (81.2%) 
within 24 h. This value is similar to NPs without FA ligand (43.9%) as shown in Fig. 3b 
and Additional file 1: Fig. S5. These results indicate the high affinity and the selective cel-
lular uptake of FA-NPs for targeting NSCLC cells.

The in  vitro cytotoxicity of FA-NPs is then evaluated against HCC827 NSCLC cells 
after 48 h treatment with free gefitinib, FA-Dextran-b-PLA polymer, NPs and FA-NPs 
(Fig. 3c). The results reveal that FA-Dextran-b-PLA polymer is not toxic to HCC827 cell 
lines, even at concentrations up to 50 μmol/L. In contrast, the inhibition of NSCLC cells 
growth is observed when they are treated with gefitinib with different formations. FA-
NPs show higher cytotoxicity than free gefitinib, due to the FR-mediated endocytosis: 
the half-maximal inhibitory concentration (IC 50) of FA-NPs against HCC827 cells is 
1.08 ± 0.09 μmol/L, which is lower than the value of free gefitinib (3.96 ± 0.21 μmol/L). 

Fig. 3 Plot of the cellular uptake of a HCC827 NSCLC cell lines and b HL7702 normal liver cell lines, incubated 
with free drug, NPs and FA-NPs against different periods of time. Cytotoxicity to c HCC827 NSCLC cell lines, d 
HL7702 normal cell lines after incubation with free drug, NPs and FA-NPs, at different gefitinib concentrations 
after incubation of 48 h. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01 and ***P < 0.001, compared between the indicated groups
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However, NPs group exhibit less toxicity than both of free gefitinib and FA-NPs, possibly 
due to the low cellular uptake of NSCLC, which is consistent with the phagocytic ratio 
results in Fig. 3a. On the other hand, FA-NPs show relatively higher cell viability than 
free gefitinib in either HL7702 liver normal cells or 293 T kidney normal cells, similar 
with polymer (Fig. 3d and Additional file 1: Fig. S6). In view of these findings, FA-NPs is 
a suitable platform for the selective yet efficient inhibition of NSCLC cells.

Biodistribution

The selective cellular uptake of the FA-NPs in vitro encouraged us to further study their 
performances in vivo. The biodistribution of FA-NPs and free gefitinib are carried out in 
HCC827-tumor-bearing nude mice. The mice are killed after injection in designed time 
intervals, and organs are collected to determine gefitinib contents in plasma, liver, kid-
ney, and tumor. First, the concentrations of gefitinib in plasma are detected after intrave-
nous administration. As shown in Fig. 4a, FA-NPs exhibit notably higher concentration 
in plasma and prolonged blood circulation comparing with free gefitinib, owing to the 
shadowing effect of the nano-carrier shell (Blanco et al. 2015; Zheng et al. 2021). Moreo-
ver, reduced liver and kidney accumulation of gefitinib, associated with enhanced tumor 
accumulation, are observed in the FA-NPs group which is attributed to the active target-
ing by FRα recognition of NSCLC cancer cell and passive EPR effect during prolonged 
circulation (Fig. 4b). These results demonstrate that the FA-NPs endow a selectively yet 
favorable biodistribution of drugs, that is, enhanced accumulation in NSCLC tumor and 
reduced collection in normal tissue.

Anticancer effects in vivo

Anti-tumor assessments are carried out to demonstrate the therapeutic efficacy of 
FA-NPs. HCC827-tumor-bearing nude mice with tumor volumes of ~ 100   mm3 are 
randomly divided into three groups (n = 5 per group), and then they are injected with 
gefitinib-loaded FA-NPs, free gefitinib and PBS (control) via the tail vein every two days. 
The changes in tumor volumes and body weights of the mice during treatments are 
shown in Fig. 5a and b. Therapeutic effects are observed in both of FA-NPs and free gefi-
tinib groups, not with the control group.

As displayed in Fig.  5a, c and d, tumor volume on 16th day notably decreased in 
response to the therapy of gefitinib-loaded FA-NPs and free gefitinib, in comparison to 

Fig. 4 Biodistribution of gefitinib in vivo. a Normalized concentrations of gefitinib in plasma (in FA-NPs or 
free form); b tissue distributions of gefitinib in HCC827-tumor-bearing nude mice after intravenous injection 
of FA-NPs or free gefitinib for designed time intervals. *P < 0.05 and **P < 0.01, compared between the 
indicated groups
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PBS group. The tumor volumes of the mice injected with PBS increased from ∼ 100 to 
∼ 550  mm3 with relative tumor volume rates ~ 542% on 16th day, indicating no antitu-
mor efficacy. While by contrast, the tumor volumes of mice treated with free gefitinib 
alone decrease from ∼ 100 to ∼ 42  mm3 with relative tumor volume rates ~ 41.8%, show-
ing that gefitinib could exert an obvious effect in inhibiting the proliferation of HCC827 
cells. Mice treated with gefitinib-loaded FA-NPs show a better control on tumor than 
free drug: the tumor volume decreases of from ∼ 100 to ∼ 25  mm3 with relative tumor 
volume rates ~ 24.3% on 16th day. On the other hand, the body weights of mice in FA-
NPs groups increase a little bit from ~ 22.10 to 23.22 g during treatment, while the body 
weight of mice in free gefitinib group keeps almost steady from ~ 23.28 to ~ 23.39 g pos-
sibly due to the loss of appetite, as shown in Fig. 5b.

Pathologic analysis

Gefitinib has been associated with hepatotoxicity, renal dysfunction and gastrointestinal 
perforation. To further confirm that FA-NPs could not only enhance therapeutic effect, 
but also reduce side effects and control inflammation to normal tissue, slices of major 
normal tissues (liver, kidney, and intestinal) are histologically analyzed by hematoxylin 
and eosin (H&E), as shown in Fig.  6. The slices of major organs of mice treated with 
FA-NPs show neglectable damage. In contrast, abnormal morphologies and obvious 
damages are found in the organ slices of mice treated with free gefitinib, suggesting the 

Fig. 5 Anti-tumor effects in vivo. a Tumor growth curves, and b body weight changes of 
HCC827-tumor-bearing nude mice after treatment with FA-NPs, free drug or PBS (n = 5); c inhibition on tumor 
volume; d photograph of tumors on 16th day after treatment. **P < 0.01 and ***P < 0.001, compared between 
the indicated groups
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adverse events during long-term treatment of free gefitinib. These include: ballooning 
degeneration of hepatocyte cytoplasmic and enlargement of some liver cells nucleus in 
liver; mild proliferation of glomerular mesangial cell in kidney; local erosion of intes-
tinal mucosa and proliferation of interstitial lymphocyte and plasma cells in intestinal. 
Together with the antitumor results from Fig.  5, we conclude that, gefitinib-loaded 
FA-NPs display a synergistic effect on NSCLC therapy, that is, enhanced inhibition on 
tumor and reduced side effects in normal tissues comparing with free drug.

Conclusion
In conclusion, we have prepared FA-NPs loaded with different EGFR-TKIs based on a 
continuous precipitation method FNP that enables rapid mixing of drug and polymer 
streams with anti-solvent. The fast process formulates kinetically controlled FA-NPs 
with well-defined particle size and properties. With gefitinib and FA-Dextran-b-PLA 
combination, we find that, the obtained gefitinib-loaded FA-NPs exhibit a hydrodynamic 
radius around 70 nm with a narrow distribution (PDI ~ 0.25) and a high DLC (15.9%). 
Moreover, the NPs formulation with FA ligand endows the EGFR-TKI an enhanced cel-
lular uptake and proliferation inhibition of NSCLC cells, while lower cellular uptake 
and cytotoxicity in normal cell lines comparing with free drug. Correspondingly, in vivo 
results indicate that, gefitinib-loaded FA-NPs cause enhanced drug accumulation in 
tumor site and stronger inhibition on tumor growth, simultaneously associated with 
reduced drug collection and side effects in normal organs as liver and kidney. The FA-
NPs delivery system fabricated by FNP here could not only improve the therapeutic 

Fig. 6 H&E stained images of major organs in mice with different treatments: a–c PBS alone, b–f free 
gefitinib, and g-i FA-NPs
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potential of EGFR-TKIs, but also eliminate their adverse effects, which is of interest and 
potential applications for a broad range of cancer therapy.

Methods
Materials

Dextran (Mn = 6 kDa) was purchased from Sigma Co., Ltd, and sodium cyanoborohy-
dride (95%) was purchased from Acros Co. Ltd. Sodium tetraborate (99%), DL-lactide 
(DL-LA, 99%), benzyl alcohol (99.5%), acryloyl chloride (97%), stannous octoate (tin(II) 
bis(2-ethylhexanoate) (Sn(Oct)2, 95%), triethylamine (99%), N,N-dicyclohexylcarbodiim-
ide (DCC, 98%), 4-(dimethylamino) pyridine (DMAP, 98%) dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO, 
99.8%), gefitinib (98%), afatinib (98%), cisplatin (99%), and DMF (99.8%) were purchased 
from J&K Scientific Chemical Ltd. Ethylenediamine were chemically pure grade and 
purchased from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co, Ltd. Deionized water was obtained by 
a Milli-Q water purification system and was used in all experiments.

Synthesis of FA‑Dextran‑b‑PLA

The Dex-b-PLA was synthesized according to our previous publication, as shown in 
Additional file 1: Fig. S1a–c (Wang et al. 2018a, b). Then folic acid group was introduced 
and grafted on dextran block, through an esterification reaction between γ-activated 
carboxyl group of FA and hydroxyl group of dextran with DMAP as an activator and 
DCC as a coupled agent, as shown in Additional file 1: Fig. S1d (Hao et al. 2013). Specifi-
cally, FA (0.46 g), DCC (0.2 g) and DMAP (0.13 g) were first dissolved in 25 mL anhy-
drous DMSO, and then stirred for 30 min under nitrogen atmosphere in dark at 30 °C 
in order to activate the carboxylic groups of FA. After adding 1.6  g Dex-b-PLA, the 
solution was stirred under nitrogen atmosphere for another 20 h at 30 °C. The solution 
was filtered to remove the precipitates, and then the filtrate was dialyzed against PBS 
(pH 7.4) to remove the unreacted FA following by dialysis against water (Spectra/Por6 
MWCO 10 kDa, Spectrum Laboratories, Inc.). Finally, the solution was freeze-dried to 
obtain purified FA-Dextran-b-PLA. The final product was characterized by 1H NMR on 
a Bruker AV400 NMR spectrometer in dimethyl-d6 sulfoxide (DMSO-d6). The 1H NMR 
spectrum of FA-Dextran-b-PLA in DMSO-d6 is shown in Additional file 1: Fig. S2. The 
peak at 3.0–5.0 ppm are attributed to Dextran protons; the peaks at 5.1 ppm, 1.4 ppm, 
and 7.3  ppm are attributed to PLA protons; the weak signals at 6.7  ppm (2H in phe-
nylene), 7.6 ppm (2H in phenylene) and 8.7 ppm (1H in pteridine) are ascribed to FA 
protons. The FA graft degree in FA-Dextran-b-PLA is calculated by the peak area ratio of 
7.6 ppm (2H in phenylene) to 3.1 ppm (2H in glucose unit) (Hao et al. 2013).

Preparation of FA‑NPs

The FA-NPs were prepared by FNP via MIVM, as described in Scheme  1. Four inlets 
were connected to four syringes through Teflon tubing. One of the syringes was fed 
in drug solution (in DMF, 2  mg/mL, stream 1), one was FA-Dextran-b-PLA polymer 
solution (in PBS, 2 mg/mL, stream 2), and the remaining two were PBS buffer solution 
(stream 3 and 4). The four streams were mixed in the MIVM to yield FA-NPs, and flow 
velocities of streams were controlled by two syringe pumps (PHD 2000, Harvard Appa-
ratus, Holliston, USA). The NP suspensions were then subjected to dialysis (dialysis bag, 
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Spectra/Por® MWCO 10KDa) against PBS buffer for 24  h to remove unencapsulated 
drug and DMF solvent. The out PBS buffer was refreshed every 8 h.

Characterization

The nanoparticle sizes  (Rh) were measured by dynamic light scattering (DLS) method, 
which was performed in an ALV-CGS3 light scattering apparatus (ALV-GmbH, Langen, 
Germany), at a wavelength of 632.8 nm and fixed angle of 90°, at 25 °C. The CONTIN 
method is used to analyze the distribution of particle radius (Ding et al. 2020). For data 
processing, average and standard deviations were obtained from six duplicates with each 
acquisition times of 10 s. Nanoparticle morphology was observed on a TEM instrument 
(JEM-1400, JEOL, Tokyo, Japan) with an acceleration voltage of 100  kV. One drop of 
the nanoparticle solution was deposited on carbon-coated copper grid. The droplet was 
allowed to dry under ambient conditions.

The DLE and DLC were analyzed by a UV-1600 UV–Vis spectrophotometer (Shi-
madzu, Kyoto, Japan). In brief, a standard curve of drug was established by drug concen-
tration and absorbance at 331 nm for gefitinib, 342 nm for afatinib, 310 nm for cisplatin, 
and then DLE and DLC were calculated according to Eqs. (1) and (2) separately:

The release rates of drugs from NPs were investigated according to the following steps. 
Briefly, a dialysis membrane containing 2  mL of drug-loaded NPs was immersed in 
20 mL of PBS solution (pH 7.4) at 37 °C. At the designed time point, 1 mL of the solu-
tion in outside medium was taken out and characterized by UV–vis spectrophotometer. 
Then the same volume of fresh buffer solution was added into the outside medium. The 
cumulative release rate was calculated according to Eq. (3):

where  At is the absorbance of outside medium at time point t and  A0 is the absorbance 
of stock solution before dialysis.

Cell culture

The HCC827 NSCLC cell lines, HL7702 normal liver cell lines and 293 T normal kid-
ney cell lines were purchased from the Institute of Cell Biology (Shanghai, China). They 
were propagated in T-75 flasks cultured at 37 °C under a humidified 5%  CO2 atmosphere 
in DMEM medium (GIBCO/Invitrogen, Camarillo, CA) supplemented with 10% fetal 
bovine serum (FBS, Biological Industry, Kibbutz Beit Haemek, Israel) and 1% penicil-
lin–streptomycin (10000 U  mL−1 penicillin and 10 mg  mL−1 streptomycin, Solarbio Life 
Science, Beijing, China).

(1)DLE (%) =
amount of drug in NPs

total amount of feeding drug
× 100,

(2)DLC (%) =
amount of drug in NPs

amount of drug− loaded NPs
× 100.

(3)Cumulative release rate (%) =
∑ 10*At

A0
*100%,
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In vitro cytotoxicity assay

The cell cytotoxicity of NPs towards HCC827, HL7702 and 293  T cell lines were 
measured by cell counting kit-8 (Dojindo, Tokyo, Japan) according to the factory’s 
instruction. Cells were plated in 96-well plates in 0.1 mL volume of DMEM medium 
with 10% FBS, at a density of 5*103 cells/well. After incubation with added samples for 
48 h, absorbance was measured at 450 nm with a microplate reader (Multiskan Sky-
High, Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Waltham, USA).

Cell uptake

To evaluate the cell uptake of free gefitinib, NPs and FA-NPs, HCC827 cells or 
HL-7702 cells were seeded in a 6-well plate at a density of 2.0 ×  104 cells per well in 
2.0 mL of DMEM and cultured for 24 h. The medium was then replaced with 2.0 mL 
DMEM containing FA-NPs, NPs or free gefitinib at the same gefitinib concentration 
of 1  μmol/L and cultured for different time intervals: 3  h, 6  h, 9  h, 12  h, and 24  h. 
Specifically, free gefitinib is dissolved in DMEM containing 0.5% DMSO (w/v). The 
cells were treated with trypsin and washed with PBS at pH 7.4 twice again, and then 
the cells were re-suspended in 0.5  mL of PBS. Each sample was measured by using 
flow cytometry (CytoFLEX Flow Cytometer, Beckman Coulter Inc., USA) with filter 
NUV525 (Excitation at 355 nm and Emission at 525 nm) (Trummer et al. 2012; Zhang 
et al. 2017). The phagocytic ratio (%) is the ratio of gefitinib-containing cells to total 
cells.

Biodistribution assay

BalB/CA Nude Mice were purchased from Laboratory Animal Management Depart-
ment of Shanghai Family Planning Research Institute (Shanghai, P. R. China). HCC827 
tumor-bearing nude mice were intravenously injected with FA-NPs or free gefitinib (for 
both of FA-NPs and free drug, gefitinib dose are same: 5 mg per kg body weight; free 
gefitinib is dissolved in PBS containing 0.5% w/v DMSO). After different time intervals 
(1 h, 2 h, 4 h, 8 h, 12 h, 24 h), the mice were killedsacrificed to excise the blood, liver, 
kidney, and tumor. LC–MS (TSQ Altis, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) 
assessed the tissue distributions of gefitinib after digesting major internal organs of mice.

In vivo antitumor efficacy

HCC827 tumor-bearing nude mice (∼100.0   mm3 in size) were randomly divided into 
three groups (n = 5 per group) and intravenously injected with FA-NPs, free gefitinib, 
or PBS (for free gefitinib, gefitinib dose: 5.0  mg per kg, and free gefitinib is dissolved 
in PBS containing 0.5% w/v DMSO; for gefitinib-loaded FA-NPs, gefitinib dose: 5.0 mg 
per kg) every two days: day 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11 and 13. The length (L) and width (W) of each 
tumor were measured by calipers. The tumor volume (V) was calculated by the following 
Eq. (4):

(4)V =

L×W
2

2
.
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What’s more, body weight was collected. On day 16, the mice were killed to excise the 
liver, kidney, intestine and tumor for H&E staining and histology analysis.

Statistical analysis

All results are expressed as the mean ± standard deviation. Statistical analyses are con-
ducted employing SPSS (Statistical Product and Service Solutions) Statistics 25, to pro-
vide the T-test for significance and the calculation of p values. p < 0.05 is regarded as 
statistically significant: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.
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